SelectedWorks
About
SelectedWorks is a tool that provides a platform for faculty and other scholars to
present a virtual library of their research and academic output. Individual researchers
create and post content to their own pages. Researchers can follow other researchers’
pages. Social media links are integrated into the pages and all pages are part of a
searchable network of scholars.

Guidelines
Material appropriate for SelectedWorks includes content of which the person creating
the SelectedWorks page is an author or editor. This may include peer-reviewed journal
articles, conference papers, book chapters, newsletter articles, data sets from original
research, literary and creative writing, unpublished works, research reports, and lesson
plans and other teaching materials.

How to Contribute Content
Scholars can start their own SelectedWorks pages at http://works.bepress.com/ . Be
sure to use your Kent State University email address for your page to be included in
Kent State’s SelectedWorks Gallery. Content placed in SelectedWorks pages
associated with Kent State University may, at University Libraries’ discretion, be added
to other Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries Communities.
In order to deposit a work into SelectedWorks, you must hold the copyright to that work
or have approval of the copyright holder to do so. If the work has been published by a
traditional publisher, it is likely that you transferred your copyright to that publisher as
part of the publication process. If you do not retain copyright but have transferred your
copyright to a publisher or other party, you may still be allowed to post a version of your
work. If you are unsure of the copyright status of your work, we recommend using
SHERPA/RoMEO or checking the publisher’s Website for more information. Contact
Kent State University Libraries’ Copyright Services for assistance determining the
copyright status.
All copyright holders depositing material into Digital Commons @ Kent State University
Libraries, including SelectedWorks pages, agree to a non-exclusive perpetual license

for Kent State University to use, distribute, and reproduce the work in an open access
repository, unless access restrictions are agreed upon prior to the work’s submission
into Digital Commons.

Examples
To view SelectedWorks pages that have already been created by Kent State University
scholars, visit the Kent State University SelectedWorks Gallery. You can find examples
of SelectedWorks pages from scholars at other institutions at http://works.bepress.com/
.
Appropriate content for SelectedWorks may include, but is not limited to
● Published articles from scholarly journals or post-prints or pre-prints of such
articles
● Works published in literary journals
● Book chapters
● Research reports
● Administration and policy reports
● Papers included in Conference Proceedings
● Keynote and Commencement Addresses
● Newsletter articles
● Unpublished research findings
● Datasets from primary research
● Class syllabi or lecture notes or guides
● Conference presentations

